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ABSTRACT: In response to increasing human emissions, the global ocean is continually warming. The spatial distribution
of this warming can result from several mechanisms, difficult to disentangle in observations. Idealized modeling studies
have successfully separated the contribution of additional heat passively entering the ocean from the contribution of the
changing circulation redistributing the pre-existing heat in response to perturbations in air–sea fluxes. However, the time
scales of these different contributions have been largely unexplored so far. Here, we revisit this decomposition with a novel
numerical framework to investigate the mechanisms driving regional ocean warming and its emergence from internal vari-
ability. Based on the IPSL-CM6A-LR coupled model and its large ensemble of transient climate change simulations, we
extract both the internal fluctuations and the externally forced signal in each component of the surface fluxes. With a
stand-alone configuration of the ocean, we then test the response to perturbations applied on all surface fluxes together or
individually. We find that the contribution of the different processes can largely vary in time, reinforcing or counteracting
each other, causing the time of emergence of subsurface temperature changes to be advanced or delayed. Anthropogenic
warming in the upper ocean water masses is generally driven by the uptake of excess heat passively stored by the ocean cir-
culation. Circulation changes have a minor role at the time when these signals emerge. On the contrary, in the deeper
ocean, circulation changes are much more sensitive to surface forcings and play an important role in setting the time scales
of ocean warming, through redistributive warming or cooling.

KEYWORDS: Ocean; Meridional overturning circulation; Coupled models; Ensembles: Numerical analysis/modeling;
Climate variability

1. Introduction

Global ocean warming is a key indicator of human-induced
climate change, accounting for 91% of the observed energy
increase in the climate system between 1971 and 2018 (IPCC
2021). Multidecadal increase in global ocean heat content results
from a net global air–sea heat flux into the ocean. Ocean heat
content change has, however, not been uniformly distributed
over the global ocean, with some regions experiencing rapid
heat content increase while others have experienced no
change, or a slight decrease in the past 50 years (Fox-Kemper
et al. 2021). Processes shaping this regional distribution of
heat content change control local ocean temperature change
relevant for impacts on ecosystems and societies, and also
control time scales at which climate change signals penetrate
into the ocean.

Spatial patterns of heat content change are caused by a combi-
nation of 1) air–sea heat flux perturbation causing surface

temperature anomalies, which are then transported into the ocean
interior by the ocean circulation, and 2) changes in ocean circula-
tion redistributing temperature internally in the ocean. Various
methodologies have been proposed to decompose temperature
change into these two processes, assuming that process 1 is a
purely passive process where surface temperature anomalies are
advected by the climatological mean circulation and that process
2 is a purely redistributive process where circulation variability
transports the climatologicalmean temperature tracer (Banks and
Gregory 2006; Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013; Marshall
et al. 2015; Armour et al. 2016; Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and
Klinger 2016; Zanna et al. 2019b; Bronselaer and Zanna 2020).
The relative contributions of passive versus redistributive pro-
cesses on ocean temperature change vary largely with the time
scales considered. At decadal time scale, redistribution dominates
temperature variability in response to large internally generated
variations in the ocean circulation (Zika et al. 2021; Rathore et al.
2020). On longer time scales, as the surface heat flux forcing accu-
mulates in response to climate change, passive storage of heat be-
comes larger (Bronselaer and Zanna 2020). This is particularly
clear in regions of large subduction such as the Southern Ocean
and the North Atlantic basins, where passive heat accumulates in
ventilated water masses, with some modulation in response to
forced ocean circulation change (Piecuch et al. 2017; Zanna et al.
2019b; Bronselaer andZanna 2020).

At multidecadal time scales in the Southern Ocean, surface
heat excess associated with climate change enters the ocean at
the southern flank of theAntarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC),
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before being passively transported northward and subducted in
the ocean interior along the ventilation pathways of the Subant-
arctic Mode and Antarctic Intermediate Waters (SAMW and
AAIW) (Marshall et al. 2015; Frölicher et al. 2015; Gregory et al.
2016; Armour et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2018; Dias et al. 2020; Coul-
drey et al. 2021). The redistribution signal is, in comparison,
weaker and associated with intensifying and poleward-shifting
westerly winds, driving increased northward Ekman transport
and consequently increased heat subduction and storage at mid-
latitudes (Fyfe et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2018; Shi et al. 2020).

In contrast, the North Atlantic basin is associated with a
larger redistribution signal, even at long time scales, due to a
slowdown in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
(AMOC), which itself is initially largely caused by a reduced
air–sea heat loss (resulting in a positive heat flux anomaly)
(Mikolajewicz and Voss 2000; Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and
Klinger 2018; Todd et al. 2020). The slowdown of the AMOC
weakens the poleward heat transport, causing a redistributive
cooling in the subpolar North Atlantic. In the context of cou-
pled models with a prescribed heat flux perturbation, this re-
distributive cooling feeds back on the surface heat flux and
increases the initial heat uptake by the ocean, which further
weakens the AMOC, creating a positive loop clearly identified
in these specific simulations (Gregory et al. 2016; Todd et al.
2020). In parallel to this redistributive cooling, positive heat flux
perturbation causes heat to passively accumulate and to be
transferred at depth by deep convection in the subpolar North
Atlantic (Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013; Marshall et al.
2015; Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and Klinger 2016, 2018;
Bronselaer and Zanna 2020; Todd et al. 2020; Dias et al. 2020;
Williams et al. 2021; Couldrey et al. 2021).

Most studies that investigated temperature change in the frame-
work of passive versus redistribution have focused on the long-
term multidecadal response to idealized forcings. For instance, to
isolate the passive and redistributive components, Banks and
Gregory (2006), Xie and Vallis (2012), Marshall et al. (2015),
Armour et al. (2016), Gregory et al. (2016), Garuba and Klinger
(2016, 2018), Todd et al. (2020), Dias et al. (2020), and Couldrey
et al. (2021) have investigated the century-scale response of the
ocean by introducing passive temperature tracers in idealized cli-
mate change experiments where CO2 forcing is instantly doubled
or quadrupled, or whereCO2 forcing grows at 1%or 2%per year.
Others have compared the century-scale response of the ocean in
experiments in which currents are fixed to climatological values to
experiments where currents evolve freely under a 1% CO2

per year scenario (Winton et al. 2013; Bronselaer and Zanna
2020). One study proposed a reconstruction of passive heat stor-
age from a representation of climatological transport processes
passively advecting observed SST anomalies (Zanna et al. 2019b).
Another reconstructed the passive component of temperature
change in observations of the twentieth century andmodel projec-
tions, using the relation diagnosed between anthropogenic carbon
and passive heat in idealized simulations and applying it to obser-
vations of anthropogenic carbon (Bronselaer and Zanna 2020).
Another decomposition that has been proposed on the long-term
response to radiative forcing scenarios aimed to trace total
changes in temperature to separate contributions from individual
air–sea flux perturbations: changes in the surface heat flux,

freshwater flux, and wind stress, which can all cause circulation
changes and consequently redistribution (Mikolajewicz and Voss
2000; Fyfe et al. 2007; Armour et al. 2016; Gregory et al. 2016; Liu
et al. 2018; Garuba and Klinger 2018; Shi et al. 2020; Todd et al.
2020;Dias et al. 2020; Couldrey et al. 2021).

Today, it remains unclear how these passive/redistributive
processes and their relative time scales compete with each
other and with internal variability in the transient response to
realistic historical forcings (CO2 and other forcings) and the
twenty-first-century scenario. In this study, we are interested
not only in what processes cause heat storage at the end of
the twenty-first century (i.e., the long-term response) but also
which processes cause temperature changes to emerge from
local internal variability in the ocean interior, which can occur
much earlier than 2100 in climate models (Silvy et al. 2020).
We will use the notion of the time of emergence (ToE) of cli-
mate signals (e.g., Hawkins and Sutton 2012), that is, the time
when a signal (e.g., a temperature change) last exceeds and
remains above a significance threshold representing the inter-
nal variability noise envelope, and apply this notion to ocean
interior changes.

We will explore whether the emergence of the subsurface
temperature anomalies relies on the rate of increased surface
heat flux modulated by the time scales of the unperturbed
ocean circulation or on circulation changes themselves, which
can fundamentally change the way water masses are venti-
lated in some regions and reorganize the temperature distri-
bution. The influence of circulation changes acting on the
transport of excess heat into the ocean will also be explored,
with a nonnegligible role found in some regions and on differ-
ent time scales.

We investigate the mechanisms of ocean heat storage and
their time scales in response to increasing anthropogenic forc-
ings in the framework of the coupled model IPSL-CM6A-LR
large ensemble of historical simulations and the Shared Socio-
economic Pathway “ssp245” scenario. In section 2 we present
the ensemble and its long-term changes in temperature and
ocean heat content with their emergence from internal vari-
ability. In section 3 we introduce a modeling framework de-
signed to decompose these changes with a set of sensitivity
experiments with an ocean-only model, which is fully de-
scribed in a companion paper (Silvy et al. 2022). We present
the results of these experiments, with a focus on the long-
term changes in section 4, confirming the validity of our re-
sults with past studies, and investigate the more regional
and temporal aspects in section 5 focusing on a few impor-
tant ventilation pathways. The approach and the general re-
sults of this study are finally summarized and discussed in
section 6.

2. Long-term changes in the IPSL-CM6A-LR
large ensemble

a. Model and data

IPSL-CM6A-LR (Boucher et al. 2020) is the coupled model
developed by the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace modeling cen-
ter for phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
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(CMIP6; Eyring et al. 2016). It is composed of the LMDZ6A
atmospheric model (Hourdin et al. 2020), the ORCHIDEE
land surface model (Krinner et al. 2005) version 2.0 and the
NEMO3.6 ocean model (Madec et al. 2017). The atmospheric
component has a horizontal resolution of 2.58 3 1.38 on a
regular latitude–longitude grid and 79 vertical layers, while
the ocean component uses the eORCA1 tripolar grid with a
nominal horizontal resolution of 18 refined to 1/38 at the equa-
tor, with 75 vertical levels with varying thicknesses. The ocean
physics component of NEMO3.6 is coupled to the LIM3 sea
ice model (Rousset et al. 2015) and to the PISCES-v2 biogeo-
chemical model (Aumont et al. 2015). The oceanic equation
of state is estimated with a polynomial representation of
TEOS-10 (Roquet et al. 2015); the model prognostic fields are
thus Conservative Temperature and Absolute Salinity. All re-
sults are presented for Conservative Temperature, but for
simplicity we will simply use the generic term “temperature”
in the remainder of the paper.

An ensemble of extended historical simulations was per-
formed with the IPSL-CM6A-LR model [see Bonnet et al.
(2021a) for the presentation of the ensemble], following the
CMIP6 protocol for the historical period 1850–2014 and ex-
tended to 2059 following the ssp245 scenario}apart from the
ozone field, which was kept constant to its 2014 values due to
missing forcings at the time when the extensions were per-
formed. The ensemble has 32 members, initialized at different
branch points of a long preindustrial control experiment
(piControl) performed for CMIP6, spaced 20–40 years apart so
that the ensemble samples the phases of the low-frequency var-
iability present in the model [see Boucher et al. (2020) or Jiang
et al. (2021) for a description of this long-term variability]. In
the extended period (2015–59), some files were missing for
members r2i1p1f1 and r16i1p1f1, so we only considered the
other 30members for the analysis on the entire period.

The piControl simulation in IPSL-CM6A-LR (run for
2000 years: 1850–3849) has a quasi-linear cooling drift in
global mean ocean temperature (corresponding to a heat flux
of about 20.13 W m22), particularly marked below 2000 m,
originating from a mean net surface heat loss (Mignot et al.
2021). This drift is propagated in the historical simulations
and strongly influences the temperature evolution of the deep
ocean, temporarily masking the warming signals, which is thus
detrimental to the goals of this study. Removing this drift in
ocean temperature outputs is necessary in the post-processing
before analyzing any long-term changes. We fitted a second-
order polynomial to the 2000-yr piControl annual means at
every grid point. Fitting over the longest possible period
allows us to isolate the drift without mistakenly picking low
modes of internal variability (such as the bicentennial mode
in the North Atlantic present in the model; Jiang et al. 2021)
(Sen Gupta et al. 2013). We remove the corresponding 210-yr
period of this quadratic fit from every member, that is, on
each member’s respective period of the piControl, and add
the same mean state back to each member. This mean state is
defined as the mean of the piControl calculated over the
period when the historical-extended simulations were performed,
1870–2680. This mean state is added so as to keep full physical
values of temperature as opposed to anomalies after removing

the quadratic fit. Note that with this procedure all 30 members
are ensured to only differ by their phasing of internal variabil-
ity set by the initial conditions from the piControl. The spread
across all 30 members thus better reflects these differences
in phasing of internal variability, as opposed to before the
de-drifting procedure when the members all had shifted mean
states due to their initialization in the drifting piControl (see
Silvy 2022, chapter 2).

Large ensembles are useful tools to isolate the forced re-
sponse from internal variability of the climate system, by aver-
aging across multiple members sampling the uncertainty in
internal variability (e.g., Deser et al. 2020). Internal variability
can thus be estimated by the intermember spread (usually
measured by its standard deviation), a measure that varies
over time, as opposed to estimating the internal interannual
variability from a piControl that is fixed in time. One advan-
tage of estimating a time-dependent internal variability stems
from the fact that it can be impacted in future scenarios com-
pared to the late nineteenth century, which is particularly true
in the IPSL-CM6A-LR large ensemble where the spread is re-
duced (Bonnet et al. 2021a), highlighting an influence of an-
thropogenic external forcings on internal modes of variability.

b. Patterns of temperature and heat content changes

Here, we present the ensemble mean change in vertically
integrated ocean heat content (OHC) and zonal mean tem-
perature (Figs. 1a,b), with the corresponding signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR; Figs. 1c,d). The “signal” is here defined as the en-
semble mean, and the “noise” as the intermember standard
deviation. The time of emergence (ToE) is also calculated for
each of the 30 members as the time when the SNR last ex-
ceeds and remains above a chosen significance threshold (i.e.,
the time when the forced signal can be unambiguously distin-
guished from internal variability). Each member’s SNR is cal-
culated as the anomaly relative to 1850–99 (the signal)
divided by the intermember standard deviation (the noise).
The ensemble median ToE is presented (Figs. 1e,f) for a SNR
threshold of 3.

Figures 1a and 1b show a broad-scale warming in the en-
semble mean by the mid-twenty-first century, particularly pro-
nounced in the subpolar North Atlantic and at the northern
bounds of the ACC. The subsurface maximum warming pene-
trates deepest in the Southern Hemisphere subtropical gyres
and in the Arctic (down to about 1000 m). In addition, a
weaker but significant warming signal (greater than twice the
intermember noise; Fig. 1b) penetrates along the Antarctic
Bottom Water (AABW) formation region and ventilation
pathway (Fig. 2). On the opposite hemisphere, a subsurface
(below 1000 m) cooling is apparent in the deep convection re-
gion of the Greenland Sea between 658 and 808N (Fig. 1b),
but it is weaker than internal variability for vertically inte-
grated OHC (Fig. 1a) as the subsurface cooling is mixed
with upper-ocean warming. Another cooling region appears
around 558–608S mainly in the South Pacific sector and also
slightly in the Southern Atlantic (Fig. 1a; see also Fig. 1 in the
online supplemental material). These cooling regions are as-
sociated with deep cooling of very old water masses in the
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model (water masses that have not been ventilated after
200 years of simulation; Fig. 2). The overall regional pat-
terns of OHC change are consistent with the multimodel
mean CMIP5 and CMIP6 projected changes (Fox-Kemper
et al. 2021).

Regions with the largest warming signal are not always
those with the highest SNR. For instance, the warming in the
tropical Atlantic stands out with a very large SNR exceeding
10 for vertically integrated OHC (Fig. 1c), because although
the signal of change is not the largest, it is very large relative
to the very weak noise of the region, particularly at depth (see
Fig. 1d and supplemental Fig. 1 for the basin zonal means).
Similarly, the weak warming in the AABW (Fig. 1b) is in fact
relatively pronounced in the subsurface when compared to
the region’s low internal variability (Fig. 1d). The largest pat-
tern of maximum SNR (.10) is located in the subtropical
Southern Ocean along the ventilation pathway of SAMW and
AAIW, reaching almost 2000-m depth.

For a threshold of 3 for the SNR, a large portion of the
Atlantic as well as the Southern Ocean band around 408–508S
emerges between the late twentieth century and the early
twenty-first century. A narrow band along the North Pacific
coasts and the Bering Strait also sees an early emergence of
its warming pattern, as well as the eastern tropical Indian
Ocean due to weak internal variability there (Fig. 1e). The
zonal mean view (Fig. 1f) highlights the AABW in the deep
and abyssal ocean as the most sensitive water masses, with a
warming signal emerging earlier than the 1980s, although it is
also where the intermember spread in the ToE is the largest
(.100 years for the full ensemble spread; see supplemental
Fig. 1). This is a sign that in this region, internal variability
acts to modulate the slowly increasing forced signal over the
twentieth century and possibly delay or advance its emer-
gence in individual realizations. A larger SNR threshold could
be better suited to more coherently detect the forced signal in
the full ensemble, with smaller spread. This point will be

FIG. 1. (a),(b) IPSL-CM6A-LR ensemble mean anomaly relative to 1850–99 and (c),(d) signal-to-noise ratio aver-
aged between 2040 and 2059 (last 20 years of the historical-extended period) for ocean heat content in (a) and (c) and
zonal mean temperature anomaly in (b) and (d). (e),(f) Ensemble median time of emergence for a SNR . 3 (gray
shading indicates the signal has not emerged in the large ensemble for the chosen threshold; thick black line indicates
year 2020). Stippling in (a) and (b) indicates where the anomaly is below twice the intermember standard deviation.
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further discussed in section 5. Near the surface, the strong
warming in subtropical mode waters emerges before 2020 in
both hemispheres, and early emergence before year 2000 is
found at around 458S at 1000-m depth [consistent with Silvy
et al. (2020)]. The emerging pattern before 2020 between 458
and 608N penetrating down to 2000 m (Fig. 1f) is located in
the Greenland and Irminger Seas (Fig. 1e), where deep con-
vection occurs in the IPSL-CM6A-LR model (Boucher et al.
2020; Jiang et al. 2021). Regions of no emerging signal (i.e.,
where the SNR has not exceeded 3 before 2059) include the
poorly ventilated lower Circumpolar DeepWater (CDW) where
a slight cooling or delayed warming is identified, the surface wa-
ters near the Antarctic coast, and the deep ocean north of 408N.

We are now interested in deciphering which processes
cause these different patterns of change and their time scales
of emergence from internal variability in the large ensemble,
and start with the description of ocean-only simulations,
which were specifically designed to address this question.

3. Experimental design

We use the ocean physics component (OPA) of the
NEMO3.6 model (Madec et al. 2017), which is the ocean com-
ponent of the IPSL-CM6A-LR coupled model (thereafter
referred to as IPSL-CM6) presented above, under the same
eORCA1 configuration, without the sea ice model and the
biogeochemical model. The goal of the modeling experiments
is to reproduce the ocean response of the historical1ssp245
simulations in the IPSL-CM6 model (over the period 1850–2100)
and then decompose that response into separate processes.
Namely, we target the contributions from individual surface flux
changes on the one hand, and the contributions from the passive
transport of added heat and the redistribution of pre-existing
heat by the changing ocean transport processes on the other

hand. The protocol, configuration, and validation of the simula-
tions are described in detail in a companion paper (Silvy et al.
2022), so here we briefly summarize the experimental design.
Since the protocol is closely related to the ocean-only Flux-
Anomaly-Forced Model Intercomparison Project (FAFMIP)
protocol (Todd et al. 2020), we try to use similar terms, when rel-
evant, to describe our experimental design.

a. Numerical experiments

We first set up a control experiment (CTL; see Fig. 3) with
the ocean-only model, forced at the ocean interface with the
fluxes from the piControl experiment of the IPSL-CM6model.
The CTL is initialized from the piControl initial state, which it-
self starts after a multicentury spinup of the coupled model.
The surface fluxes from the piControl are outputted on the
oceanic grid at 3-hourly frequency (at the ocean–atmosphere
and ocean–sea ice interface), twice the coupling frequency.
They are prescribed to the ocean-onlymodel with no restoring:
the ocean model is therefore forced with fixed fluxes. The high
frequency of the forcings enables our CTL experiment to repro-
duce the internal variability and mean state of the coupled pi-
Control surprisingly well with no deviation during the 251 years
of simulations (Silvy et al. 2022).

We then set up the ALL experiment, which is configured ex-
actly like the CTL, except that we now add a perturbation com-
ponent to each surface flux (heat, freshwater, salt, wind stress) to
reproduce the externally forced response in the historical1ssp245
simulations. The perturbations for each flux component are
taken as the ensemble mean anomaly relative to 1850–99
from the IPSL-CM6 historical-extended simulations for the
period 1850–2059 and ssp245 scenario simulations for the
rest of the twenty-first century (2060–2100, 11 members), at
monthly frequency. By averaging across members, these
perturbations isolate the externally forced historical1ssp245

FIG. 2. Zonal mean age tracer in the CTL experiment averaged over the last 20 years (2081–2100) (colors) and po-
tential density (white contours; kg m23). The age passive tracer is initialized at 0 at the start of the simulation and in-
cremented by one year every simulated year everywhere outside of the mixed layer. The four regions considered for
the temporal analysis are drawn in green, corresponding broadly to the range of Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW),
Subantarctic Mode, and Antarctic Intermediate Waters (SAMW/AAIW), North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Waters
(NASTMW), and North Atlantic Deep Waters (NADW).
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response in IPSL-CM6. Maps of the surface flux perturbations
are shown in supplemental Fig. 2 averaged over the last 20 years
(2081–2100). The ALL experiment thus has the internal variabil-
ity of the CTL experiment (inherited from the piControl 3-
hourly surface fluxes) and the time-evolving externally forced re-
sponse from the historical1ssp245 simulations (inherited from
the monthly perturbations over 1850–2100). ALL thus acts as
any historical1ssp245 member, with its own initial conditions
from a piControl state, and reproduces the response of the en-
semble, which is within the ensemble spread [see Figs. 5, 7, 8,
and 9, as well as more diagnostics in Silvy et al. (2022)].

Sensitivity experiments are in turn conducted with the same
configuration (Fig. 3), applying the perturbations on the sur-
face heat fluxes only (HEAT), freshwater and associated salt
fluxes (WATER), both buoyancy fluxes together (BUOY),
and wind stress components (STRESS) respectively. These
experiments allow for the total ocean response to be decom-
posed in separate contributions from individual surface fluxes,
within the hypothesis of linear additivity of the components
[e.g., the hypothesis that ocean temperature changes in ALL
is the sum of temperature changes in HEAT, WATER, and
STRESS (or BUOY and STRESS)]. The validity of the linear
additivity and its limits are addressed in section 4.

As indicated above, all ocean-only experiments have simi-
lar internal variability because of the 3-hourly fixed fluxes
from the piControl, so they are directly comparable. All
anomalies in the analysis are computed relative to the CTL
on the same period of time, filtering out a majority of the in-
ternal variability. We note that since this internal variability is
inherited from a piControl simulation, it is not affected by the
external forcings’ eventual impact on modes of variability, un-
like what occurs in the scenarios of the twenty-first century, il-
lustrated by a reduced intermember spread in the large
ensemble on some variables of the climate system (Bonnet
et al. 2021a).

All the experiments also inherit the cooling drift present in
the piControl. As for the temperature field in the historical-
extended simulations, the drift is removed from the experi-
ments; that is, the corresponding period of the 2000-yr qua-
dratic fit on the 3D temperature field is subtracted and the
CTL mean state is added back to all the simulations.

Because there is no sea ice component in the flux-forced ex-
periments, temperature can locally fall below the freezing

point in polar regions. We implement a treatment to the equa-
tion of state in these regions based on Todd et al. (2020), so
that there is no impact of below-freezing temperatures on the
dynamics. This point is further discussed in Silvy et al. (2022),
with additional sensitivity simulations.

One of the main differences of our protocol with the ocean-
only FAFMIP design (Todd et al. 2020) is in the surface per-
turbations we impose: FAFMIP provides monthly anomalies
with no interannual variations, extracted from a multimodel
mean in CMIP5 1pctCO2 experiments at a time when CO2

concentration in the atmosphere has doubled. They impose
an idealized step forcing and can thus explore after a rela-
tively short integration time the semi-equilibrium response.
Here, we impose on an ocean-only model the perturbations
extracted from the historical1ssp245 transient simulations in
the IPSL-CM6 ensemble (which has the same ocean configu-
ration as the stand-alone ocean component). This enables us
to reproduce the response of these transient coupled simula-
tions, with realistic historical and future external forcings.

b. Passive tracer and decomposition of
temperature changes

Another goal of this study is to decompose the temperature
anomaly T′ in the ocean-only perturbed experiments relative
to CTL into a contribution T′

a solely due to the addition of
surface heat Q′, advected and mixed in the ocean without
affecting the circulation, and a contribution T′

r created by the
redistribution of CTL temperature in response to the per-
turbed circulation, so that T′ 5 T′

a 1 T′
r . To virtually decom-

pose these two effects, we introduce a passive temperature
tracer as in Banks et al. (2002), Banks and Gregory (2006),
and other subsequent studies. This passive “added heat”
tracer T′

a is initialized at zero, forced at the surface by the
same anomalous heat flux Q′ as T′, and advected by the
CTL 1 perturbed components of the circulation without
affecting the circulation itself. Thus, integrated over the
global ocean, T′

a amounts to the same storage of heat as T′,
but their local patterns can differ. The “redistributed heat”
is diagnosed in the post-processing by T′

r 5 T′ 2 T′
a and rep-

resents the effect of the perturbed circulation redistributing
the background temperature.

Note that T′
a is implemented similarly in each experiment,

including CTL. That is, it is forced by Q′ (identical to the

FIG. 3. Schematic of the fixed-flux forced ocean experiments.
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surface heat flux perturbation applied in ALL, HEAT, and
BUOY) and advected passively by the circulation specific to
each experiment), so that T′

a in the perturbed experiments
and T′

a in CTL differ only by the effect of the perturbed circu-
lation acting on the added heat. We refer to this component
as the nonlinear added heat, diagnosed by T′

a 2 T′
a|CTL. The

definition and implementation of this passive tracer is pre-
sented in more detail in Silvy et al. (2022).

To summarize, in the experiments where an anomalous sur-
face heat flux is imposed (ALL, HEAT, BUOY), we can de-
compose the total temperature change T' (diagnosed from the
output prognostic temperature field) into the following:

• an added heat component, diagnosed from T′
a calculated

online, further decomposed into a passive heat component,
diagnosed from T′

a in CTL: T′
a |CTL,

• the effect of the perturbed circulation on the added heat
(what we refer to as the nonlinear added heat component),
diagnosed from T′

a 2 T′
a|CTL, and

• a redistributed heat component, diagnosed from T′ 2 T′
a

so that

total
︸︷︷︸

T′
5 added

︸�︷︷�︸

T′
a

1 redistributed
︸�����︷︷�����︸

T′2T′
a

5 passive
︸�︷︷�︸

T′
a |CTL

1 non-linear added
︸��������︷︷��������︸

T′
a2T′

a |CTL
1 redistributed

︸�����︷︷�����︸

T′2T′
a

(1)

4. Decomposition of the long-term changes in the
ocean-only experiments

Here, we present the decomposition of the long-term ocean
warming patterns into contributions from individual surface
flux perturbations (Fig. 4; see also supplemental Fig. 3 for the
basin zonal means) and into contributions from the added
and redistributed components in the ALL experiment, as
described above (Fig. 5; see also supplemental Fig. 4 for
the decomposition in the HEAT experiment). We show the
anomaly averaged in the last 20 years of the simulations com-
pared to CTL in order to maximize the signal magnitude and
to compare it with previous studies that used strong idealized
forcings. We highlight here the main features that are com-
mon to past studies, to set this work in the light of past efforts,
before adding new aspects in the next section.

First, we note that the ALL experiment reproduces faith-
fully the response of the IPSL-CM6 ensemble (Figs. 1a,b and
4a,b), which fulfills its primary purpose. The validation of this
ocean-only ALL experiment with respect to the coupled
model ensemble is further discussed in Silvy et al. (2022).

The heat flux perturbation explains the overall warming of
the ocean as well as its main patterns, as illustrated by the
HEAT and ALL experiments (Fig. 4). Yet, some regional dif-
ferences stand out, particularly in the North Atlantic and in
the Southern Ocean, which is evidence for a nonnegligible
role played by other flux perturbations in setting the total
warming patterns.

In the Southern Ocean, the wind stress perturbation alone
(Figs. 4g,h) causes a redistributive warming around 408–608S,

mostly pronounced in the Atlantic and western Pacific Ocean,
penetrating deeply in the ocean and surrounded by cooling
patterns at lower and higher latitudes. These results are consis-
tent with previous studies, which explained this warming pat-
tern by the increased northward Ekman transport in response
to the poleward and intensifying westerly winds and consistent
with an intensification of the wind-driven upper cell (Fig. 6b),
acting to transport and subduct more heat north of the ACC
(Fyfe et al. 2007; Armour et al. 2016; Gregory et al. 2016; Liu
et al. 2018; Garuba andKlinger 2018; Todd et al. 2020; Shi et al.
2020). The northward Ekman pumping and ventilation can
also be shifted to slightly higher latitudes in response to the
wind stress perturbation (Waugh et al. 2019), creating the di-
pole pattern in the Indian Ocean (Fig. 4g; cooling at 208–308S
andwarming at 408–508S). In southern high latitudes, the fresh-
water flux perturbation alone causes an intense redistributive
cooling in the surface layers and a redistributive warming be-
low from 500 m to the bottom, especially intensified south of
608S (Figs. 4e,f). This dipole has been explained by increased
precipitation at high latitudes in the Southern Ocean, acting
to stratify the surface layer, reducing vertical mixing between
the upper and deep layers, decreasing the supply of cold
newly formed waters into the deep and abyssal layers which
causes a redistributive subsurface warming and surface cool-
ing (Gregory et al. 2016; Armour et al. 2016; Todd et al.
2020). This is consistent with the decrease of more than 8 Sv
in the Southern Ocean deep overturning cell found at the
end of theWATER experiment (Fig. 6c), also found by Todd
et al. (2020) with model-dependent rates. The wind stress
perturbation has an opposite effect as it acts to strengthen
the deep overturning cell (with a peak of 4 Sv in 2060;
Fig. 6c), cooling the waters in the subsurface southern high
latitudes and along the export pathway of AABW (Fig. 4).
We will explore the temporal response of these regional fea-
tures in more detail in section 5.

More globally, there is a widespread surface cooling in
the WATER experiment (Fig. 4f), also found by Gregory
et al. (2016), among others, on top of a global subsurface
warming. This cooling is consistent with increased stratifica-
tion caused by the surface freshening in the subpolar South-
ern Ocean, as mentioned above, since surface waters are
colder. Inversely, at midlatitudes where the water column is
thermally stable, the surface cooling could be caused by an
increase in evaporation over precipitation (supplemental
Fig. 2), acting to destratify the water column and enhancing
vertical mixing, thus cooling surface waters and warming
the subsurface.

In the North Atlantic, the wind stress perturbation is about
4–5 times smaller than in the Southern Ocean (supplemental
Fig. 2) and causes only small changes compared to internal vari-
ability, such as the warming south of Greenland (Fig. 4g). We
note there is no consensus between models in response to the
FAFMIP wind stress perturbation in this region in Todd et al.
(2020). The freshwater flux perturbation causes a much more
significant warming than wind stress perturbation in the North
Atlantic basin (greater than internal variability), particularly
intensified at 458–508N, counteracting the subsurface cooling in
HEAT at these latitudes (cf. Figs. 4e and 4c), and a cooling in
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the Nordic seas that propagates on the entire water column
(Fig. 4f). This dipole is also present in the multimodel mean of
Gregory et al. (2016) in their “faf-water” experiment, although
the cooling spreads south of Greenland reaching 458N. The re-
sponse to faf-water in Todd et al. (2020, their Fig. 13) reveals

that the response patterns in the North Atlantic are very model
dependent. The North Atlantic is also found to be the region of
largest intermodel spread in total redistributed heat, possibly re-
lated to the spread in the magnitude of AMOC weakening
(Todd et al. 2020; Couldrey et al. 2021).

FIG. 4. Ocean heat content and zonal mean temperature anomaly in the ocean-only experiments, for the period
2081–2100 relative to the CTL experiment for the same period. Stippling indicates where the anomaly is below twice
the interannual standard deviation of the CTL.
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As the climate system is inherently nonlinear, some nonlinear-
ities arise from the interactions between the different surface
perturbations. These are presented in Fig. A1 and discussed in
the appendix. Overall, the largest nonlinearities are found in

subpolar areas where there are intense and different ventilation
changes between the experiments. Caution should be considered
when decomposing the total response in these areas, in that the
sum of responses from individual forcings is not exactly equal to

FIG. 5. Ocean heat content and zonal mean temperature anomaly in the ALL experiment for the period
(2081–2100) relative to the CTL experiment: (a),(b) total change, (c),(d) passive component, (e),(f) redistributed com-
ponent, and (g),(h) nonlinear part of the added component (i.e., perturbed transport acting on added heat). Stippling
indicates where the plotted field is below twice the interannual standard deviation of the CTL.
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the all-forcing response, although the decomposition is still rele-
vant to investigate the potential different mechanisms and their
respective time scales.

The passive warming component (T′
a|CTL; Figs. 5c,d) follows

the shape of the main ocean ventilation pathways (see shading of
the seawater age tracer in Fig. 2); that is, we see some intense
warming (.28C) along the subtropical gyres and along deep con-
vection regions in the subpolar North Atlantic and Nordic seas.
Weaker but significant passive warming (compared to internal
variability) is also exported down the AABW pathway. How-
ever, circulation changes in the ALL experiment act to decrease
the penetration of the added heat in the subsurface (Fig. 5h; non-
linear added heat term, T′

a|ALL 2 T′
a|CTL): because of the upper

ocean stratification, the added heat T′
a|ALL is partly trapped at

the surface compared to T′
a|CTL.

Although the passive component sets the main patterns of
total warming, redistributed warming plays a key role in set-
ting some more regional features. First, we note that the main
patterns of redistributed change come from the heat flux per-
turbation (supplemental Fig. 4), meaning that the total
HEAT patterns shown in Figs. 4c and 4d arise from a mix of
passive and redistributive processes. A notable regional ex-
ception is the redistributive cooling pattern in the subtropical
gyres (Fig. 5f), particularly intense in the North Atlantic and
southern Indian subtropical gyres around 308S (Fig. 5e; also,
see basin zonal means in supplemental Fig. 3). This redistribu-
tive cooling is set by all three flux perturbations (WATER,
STRESS, and the redistribution in HEAT) and counteracts a
strong passive warming in the subtropical gyres. This passive
warming is also particularly intensified in the North Atlantic
gyre and southern Indian gyre, two important regions for
ocean ventilation by subduction of newly formed mode waters
(Hanawa and Talley 2001; Morrison et al. 2022).

As in previous work, we find some redistributive warming
at low latitudes, in the Atlantic and Pacific basins (Fig. 5e).
Some studies have attributed this to an anomalous positive
equatorward heat transport, considering both the AMOC
weakening and the increased northward Ekman transport in
the Southern Ocean (Xie and Vallis 2012; Winton et al. 2013;
Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and Klinger 2018; Hu et al. 2020;
Bronselaer and Zanna 2020; Todd et al. 2020; Dias et al. 2020;
Couldrey et al. 2021). However, it seems that this vertically in-
tegrated redistributive warming around the equator arises not
only from the upper ocean but also from significant warming
in the entire water column below 500 m (Fig. 5f). This subsurface
redistributive warming can be attributed both to the redistribu-
tive component of the heat flux perturbation (supplemental
Fig. 6f) and to the freshwater flux perturbation (Fig. 4f).

In the North Atlantic, there is a strong passive warming
component extending from the subtropical gyre to the Nor-
dic seas (Fig. 5c), due to the positive surface heat flux per-
turbation (supplemental Fig. 2), partly compensated by a
redistributive cooling in line with the AMOC weakening
(Fig. 6a) and particularly intense in the subsurface (Fig. 5f),
consistent with previous studies (Banks and Gregory 2006;
Xie and Vallis 2012;Winton et al. 2013; Marshall et al. 2015;
Gregory et al. 2016; Garuba and Klinger 2016, 2018; Todd
et al. 2020; Bronselaer and Zanna 2020; Williams et al. 2021;
Couldrey et al. 2021).

The overall agreement in the decomposition of the total
temperature response to increasing anthropogenic forcings
with previous findings under different or more idealized set-
ups validates the coherence of our ocean-only experiments.

5. Temporal response in the main ocean
ventilation pathways

We now aim to explore the processes and the time scales
that drive anthropogenic heat storage in the ocean interior.
We thus proceed to investigate the temporal response of the
contributions discussed above, in four significant regions for

FIG. 6. Time series of circulation anomalies. (a) AMOC (maxi-
mum of the Atlantic meridional streamfunction between 108 and
608N, below 500 m. (b) Southern Ocean upper cell (maximum of the
global meridional streamfunction between 308 and 608S above
2000m. (c) SouthernOcean deep cell (minimumof the global merid-
ional streamfunction between 308 and 808S below 2000 m. We take
the minimum as the deep cell turns anticlockwise, so has a negative
sign. A positive anomaly thus means a decrease in the deep cell, so
the y axis is reversed.) In the ocean-only simulations (colored lines)
the anomalies are relative to the CTL experiment, with a 5-yr run-
ningmean applied for visual purposes. The anomalies in the large en-
semble (orange shading) are expressed relative to 1850–99.
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ocean ventilation. We have seen the important role played by
the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean in setting ocean heat
uptake patterns, not surprising considering their prominence
for the global ocean overturning circulation.

First, we will focus below on upper ocean ventilation (upper
two green boxes in Fig. 2), associated with the subduction of
mode and intermediate waters feeding the subtropical gyres.
We look at the region entitled “SAMW/AAIW” in the Southern
Ocean (indicating Subantarctic Mode Waters and Antarctic
Intermediate Waters), in a zonal average framework. These
water masses feed the upper limb of the Southern Ocean upper
cell, subducting surface properties and changing along their way
(Morrison et al. 2022). In the North Atlantic, we look at the
North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Waters (NASTMW), also
known as Eighteen Degree Waters (Talley and Raymer 1982).
These two regions are very well ventilated in the model, as seen
by the seawater age tracer (Fig. 2).

Next, we will focus on the export pathways associated with
the formation of Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW) and
North Atlantic Deep Waters (NADW) (see the lower two
green boxes in Fig. 2). AABW and NADW are the two most
prominent water masses found in the ocean (Johnson 2008),
feeding the lower limbs of the MOC. They flow equatorward
from their formation region, occupying the abyssal and deep
layers respectively, before being mixed with surrounding over-
lying water masses or transported upward by wind-induced up-
welling (Marshall and Speer 2012). Note that we adopt an
Eulerian view, with fixed geographical regions, to investigate
how these climatologically well-ventilated areas of the ocean
are affected in their heat storage response by different types of
change, along with the time scales of emergence of these
forced signals from internal variability. We leave a more spe-
cific water mass tracking framework (e.g., Sallée et al. 2013)
for potential future work.

a. Upper-ocean ventilation

We present the evolution of temperature anomaly averaged
in the SAMW/AAIW and NASTMW regions in Fig. 7. The
total warming is shown by the dark red curve representing the
ALL experiment and by the orange spread representing
the large ensemble. The ALL response in the SAMW/AAIW
region is well within the spread of the large ensemble and has
a similar evolution as the ensemble mean. This warming sig-
nal in SAMW/AAIW, starting early in the twentieth century,
is dominated by added heat (T′

a|ALL, dark red dotted line). It
is slightly damped by a small redistributive cooling (difference
between the dotted and solid dark red lines). This redistribu-
tive cooling stems in the most part from the redistribution
caused by the heat flux perturbation (difference between the
dotted and solid light red lines), consistent with increased sur-
face stratification preventing the downward spread of heat.
Wind stress and freshwater perturbations redistribute heat
in such a way that wind stress tends to warm SAMW/
AAIW, while freshwater tends to cool them (consistent with
Fig. 4), almost compensating each other. But we see here
that although their impact on temperature is nonnegligible
at the end of the twenty-first century, they start showing an

influence on temperature decades after the heat flux pertur-
bation (Fig. 7a).

The total warming significantly emerges at the turn of the
century (Fig. 7c). As displayed by the spread in the large en-
semble in Fig. 7c, the higher the SNR threshold, the more co-
herent the ToE in the large ensemble is (i.e., the intermember
spread is smaller). This occurs because the warming in the
twentieth century is slow and subject to modulations by inter-
nal variability, which can delay the emergence by several dec-
ades between members. When the warming signal picks up
the pace at the turn of the century, the modulations by inter-
nal variability are too weak to slow down the forced signal as
it did in the twentieth century, and the emergence depends
much less on the SNR threshold. All members emerge within
a maximum of 35 years of each other for SNR . 5 (1980–2015)
and within two decades for SNR . 7 (by 2020). Passive warm-
ing emerges earlier than the total response (black triangle in
Fig. 7c; identical for the added component in the other simula-
tions; not shown to lighten the figure) by about 15 years for
SNR . 5 and SNR . 7, illustrating the effect of the redistribu-
tion component in slightly delaying the emergence of the total
signal. The passive warming, as well as the response in HEAT
and BUOY, still emerges within the large ensemble ToE distri-
bution, which indicates that the effects of the redistributive pro-
cesses on signal emergence are of the same order of magnitude
as the uncertainty of internal variability on the emergence of
the forced signal. The cooling in the WATER experiment and
warming in STRESS both emerge in the twenty-first century
but outside of the large ensemble distribution and with larger
gaps between SNR thresholds because of the slower timing of
the response.

On the North Atlantic side, the NASTMW region is also
dominated by passive warming until the early twenty-first cen-
tury (T′

a|CTL). Redistributive cooling in the ALL experiment
(the difference between the dotted and solid dark red lines)
starts to counteract the passive signal in the 2010s and in-
creases in the twenty-first century. This redistributive cooling
is largely driven by the heat flux perturbation itself, as illus-
trated by the redistributed component in the HEAT experi-
ment (the difference between the dotted and solid light red
lines, as shown on the right side of Fig. 7b). This is consistent
with a heat flux driven stratification tending to decrease venti-
lation in this region in the early twenty-first century (not
shown) and might be related to the concurrent AMOC weak-
ening (Fig. 6a) reducing northward heat transport. In contrast
to SAMW/AAIW, the temperature change implied by fresh-
water and wind stress perturbations is much smaller than the
change due to the heat flux perturbation. There is neverthe-
less a weak cooling due to both these perturbations at the end
of the twenty-first century. When combined with heat flux
changes, the freshwater flux contribution however appears
negligible since in the BUOY experiment (buoyancy flux per-
turbations combined) the warming is superimposed on the re-
sponse in HEAT (note that ToEs are also equal in HEAT
and BUOY so that the red dots in Fig. 7d are overlaid by the
purple ones). This reveals a nonlinearity in the response to
buoyancy fluxes toward the end of the twenty-first century
(BUOYÞ HEAT1 WATER).
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The response of the nonlinear added heat component in
the ALL experiment (T′

a|ALL 2 T′
a|CTL) and its timing are co-

herent with the decreased ventilation in the region (increased
age tracer; not shown), consistent with the increased surface
heat flux stratifying the upper ocean, trapping the excess heat
near the surface instead of the deeper heat transport in CTL
(see also Fig. 5h and supplemental Fig. 7).

Similarly to the SAMW/AAIW region, the large ensemble
spread in ToE of the NASTMW warming reduces consider-
ably between SNR thresholds of 2 and 5 (Fig. 7d). The forced
signal in the large ensemble has unambiguously emerged for
the full distribution by 2020–30 for a SNR . 7. The emer-
gence of the temperature signal is dictated by the heat flux
perturbation, which is slightly delayed by redistribution, as in-
dicated by the 10-yr difference in ToE between the passive
warming and the total warming (black triangle vs dark red dot
for SNR . 5 and SNR . 7). In contrast, the cooling caused
by the wind stress or freshwater perturbations alone is barely
significant compared to internal variability during the entire
simulation (no emergence for SNR . 5), but wind stress per-
turbations cause the ALL simulation to diverge from the
BUOY simulation in the early twenty-first century, postpon-
ing the emergence of the warming by about 10 years.

Overall, both regions present a similar temporal response
in total warming, with an early signal starting around 1920, a
slow increase until the late twentieth century, and a stronger
warming trend during the twenty-first century, coherent with
the temporal evolution of global mean near-surface air tem-
perature in the model and in observations (Bonnet et al.
2021b), and with global mean SST in the model (Silvy et al.
2022). By the early twenty-first century, the warming of these
mode waters is already outside the range of internal variability,
with an emergence about 10 years earlier for the Southern
Hemisphere compared to the North Atlantic. Redistribution
plays a larger role in damping the magnitude of the warming
brought by the transport of added heat in the North Atlantic
(54% of the added heat in 2100) compared to the Southern
Ocean (10%). However, the impact of redistribution occurs
earlier in the Southern Ocean, because of the heat flux pertur-
bation acting to weaken the ventilation of the region earlier
(as diagnosed by the evolution of the age tracer; not shown).
The exact reason for this difference of timing remains to be in-
vestigated in detail. Furthermore, while the redistribution is
significant in the North Atlantic, its impact in delaying the
emergence of the warming is small (about 10 years, even
smaller than in the SAMW/AAIW region). There are opposite

FIG. 7. (a),(b) Temperature anomalies and (c),(d) corresponding ToE at different thresholds in the (left) SAMW/AAIW and (right)
NASTMW regions. The orange shading corresponds to the envelope of the large ensemble (LE). Each colored line/circle represents an
ocean-only experiment (see legend). Anomalies in the experiments are expressed relative to the CTL at each time step to remove the max-
imum effects of internal variability, and expressed relative to 1850–99 in the LE [orange shading in (a) and (b)]. The dotted lines in (a) and
(b) are T′

a , representing the added heat in CTL (or passive heat; black), ALL (dark red), and HEAT (light red). The difference between
T′
a in the perturbed experiments and CTL corresponds to the nonlinear added heat (the effect of the perturbed transport acting on the

added heat). The decomposition of temperature changes at the end of the century is shown by the arrows on the right side of the axis
for ALL in (a) and HEAT in (b). The ToE is shown only for T′

a |CTL for visual purposes (black triangle). The gray shading in (a) and
(b) is 62sintermember in the LE temperature (before anomalies are computed), meaning that when a temperature anomaly line crosses that
threshold for the last time this corresponds to the ToE for SNR. 2 (we propagate the sintermember value in 2059 in the last 41 years for sig-
nal detection in the ocean-only experiments). The distribution of ToE in the LE is shown both by the orange box plots (whiskers represent
the 5th and 95th percentiles of the distribution; outliers are represented by orange crosses) and by the orange shaded violin plots.
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effects of the wind stress changes in these two regions, which
act to bring more warming in the Southern Ocean versus cool-
ing in the North Atlantic, with an accelerating/slowing effect of
about 10 years of the warming and its emergence from internal
variability when comparing the all-forcing simulation (ALL)
to the simulation without wind stress perturbations (BUOY).
In both regions, an SNR of 2 still causes a large spread in the
emergence of the large ensemble warming, which is much re-
duced for a larger threshold. The ∼10-yr differences in emer-
gence mentioned above between the different components
(e.g., ALL vs BUOY, ALL vs passive warming) correspond to
an externally forced difference. Indeed, it is the externally
forced signal that is compared both for the temperature
changes, since they are expressed relative to CTL, and for the
passive tracers since they are forced by the ensemble mean
perturbation alone. These ∼10-yr differences are comparable
to the differences between historical members induced by in-
ternal variations, since the spread of ToE in the large ensem-
ble is larger than 20 years (Figs. 7c,d).

b. Deep water formation and their export pathways

We now move to the regions associated with the export of
AABW and NADW, presented in Fig. 8.

Unlike what occurs in the previous two regions, the AABW
warming is due to contributions both from excess heat enter-
ing the ocean (T′

a|ALL, dark red dotted line), passively trans-
ported, and to redistributive processes (difference between
dark red solid and dotted lines). The redistributive warming is
coherent with a weakening of the deep cell (Fig. 6c) in re-
sponse to an increase in both the surface freshwater and heat
fluxes at southern high latitudes (supplemental Fig. 6). The
deep cell weakening is indeed associated with a decrease in
the ventilation of the region (Fig. 8e), which prevents newly
formed cold waters at the surface from being mixed with the
underlying layers, leading to subsurface warming and surface
cooling (see Fig. 4f). In the twenty-first century, the redistribu-
tive warming is primarily driven by the increased surface fresh-
water flux into the ocean (which contributes more to the
buoyancy flux anomaly than the heat flux perturbation in this
region; see supplemental Fig. 8), competing with a redistribu-
tive cooling caused by wind stress changes. In contrast to heat
and freshwater perturbations, wind stress perturbations result
in an increase of the deep cell strength (Figs. 6c and 8a,e).
These circulation changes in the twenty-first century are
coherent with the evolution of the mixed layer depth (MLD)
south of 608S (Fig. 9a). Indeed, they feature an abrupt shutdown
of deep convection in the WATER and BUOY experiments at

FIG. 8. (a)–(d) As in Fig. 7, but for AABW and NADW. (e),(f) Age tracer in the ocean-only experiments. The gray dotted line represents
the values of no ventilation.
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the end of the twentieth century that is sustained in the rest of
the simulations in response to the increased surface freshwater
flux. This shutdown is compensated by a MLD deepening in re-
sponse to the surface wind stress increase (Fig. 9a). As a result of
the competing effects between buoyancy fluxes and wind stress,
the shoaling of the MLD in the ALL experiment does not show
abrupt change but is more gradual throughout the twenty-first
century (consistent with the response of the large ensemble;
Fig. 9a). In summary, AABW warming results from a combina-
tion of added heat at the surface that is transported as part of the
deep cell circulation, and reduction of strength of the deep cell.
The deep cell slowing itself is caused by a balance of buoyancy
fluxes that tend to push toward a rapid shutdown of the circula-
tion, and wind stress change that counterbalances this effect by
reinforcing the circulation thereby avoiding a rapid shutdown.

Changes in the AABW actually start early in the twentieth
century (Fig. 8a), as indicated by very early ToE (around 1940)
when using a SNR threshold of 2 (Fig. 8c). This early emer-
gence can actually be explained by the low noise level in tem-
perature variations characterizing this region. Indeed, a minor
change in the circulation}on top of the passive warming
slowly entering the ocean}leads to a temperature change that
exceeds this noise. This occurs even though the circulation
change might be small or temporary (Fig. 6c) and before there
is a clear shutdown in deep convection (Fig. 9a). The very large
spread in the intermember ToE (almost one century wide for
SNR. 2) is a clear indication that the threshold of 2, combined
with the slow warming of the twentieth century, is too small to
detect emergence of this early signal in all members of the en-
semble in this water mass. Even for SNR. 5, the spread of the
intermember ToE is large, and it is really only with a threshold
of 7 combined with the more rapid forced warming that emer-
gence is unambiguously detected in all members (i.e., small
spread in the intermember ToE). This highlights the difficulty
of isolating the forced signal in this region before the early
decades of the twenty-first century, because of potentially
sensitive mechanisms to the different phases of internal

variability expressed in the individual members of the large
ensemble that modulate the water mass change signal (e.g.,
Abrahamsen et al. 2019; Silvano et al. 2020). With SNR . 7,
the forced signal robustly emerges in the full ensemble by
2040, a timing consistent with the large changes in the circula-
tion associated with the reduction in deep convection and
decrease of the deep cell. In this case, the warming in the
BUOY experiment emerges outside of the large ensemble
distribution, about 40 years before the warming in ALL
because in ALL the effects of buoyancy forcing are counter-
balanced by the redistributive cooling associated with wind
stress perturbations.

We here only discussed AABW changes very close to their
sources around the Antarctic continent. But the model shows
that AABW warming is transmitted along the export pathway
of AABW farther northward in the abyssal ocean, and even
spread over the entire deep 2000–4000 m ocean at global scale
(supplemental Fig. 7). The timing of circulation from the AABW
formation regions to its upward mixing in the 2000–4000-m layer
is arguably longer than our simulation (e.g., DeVries and Primeau
2011; Fig. 2). It is therefore surprising to see abyssal warming
spreading in the wider ocean at time scales from a few decades to
a century. Our analysis presented in supplemental Fig. 9 shows
that it is changes in circulation and deep ocean stratification that
actually allow for a rapid spread of the climate signal in the deep
ocean, with almost no contribution from the added heat passively
transported at the century time scale.

The NADW region is much more ventilated than its South-
ern Hemisphere counterpart (AABW), as illustrated by the
age tracer (Figs. 2 and 8e,f). Yet, the warming signal emerges
much later}or not at all depending on the SNR threshold.
This delay in the warming signal can be attributed to much
larger internal variability, as expressed by the large ensemble
spread, in addition to the timing and effects of the forced sig-
nals themselves. The rise of the passive warming occurs much
later, and it is simultaneously counteracted by a redistributed
cooling (Fig. 8b) that further delays the warming. Indeed,

FIG. 9. Mixed layer depth (annual maximum) in (a) the Southern Ocean south of 608S and (b) the subpolar North
Atlantic, in the large ensemble (orange shading) and in the ocean-only experiments (colored lines; with a 10-yr
running mean applied for visual purposes). The MLD is defined as the depth at which there is a 0.03 kg m23 differ-
ence in potential density relative to 10 m. See supplemental Fig. 8 for the geographical delimitation of the subpolar
North Atlantic, and for the time series in more specific deep convection regions.
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strong and rapid passive heat (T′
a |CTL) arises starting in the

2000s and emerges after a few decades. The excess heat in the
ALL simulation (T′

a|ALL) is damped by almost half by 2100
compared to T′

a|CTL because of circulation changes in re-
sponse to the heat flux perturbation (T′

a|ALL ≈ T′
a|HEAT). This

negative nonlinear added heat component is consistent with
AMOC weakening and with the large reduction of deep con-
vection in the subpolar North Atlantic, both driven by the
heat flux perturbation (Figs. 6c and 9a; see also supplemental
Fig. 8 for more specific time series showing a shutdown of
deep convection in the Labrador Sea and decrease in the
Greenland Sea). Indeed, these circulation changes lead to a
decrease in the overall ventilation of the region (Fig. 8f), pre-
venting added heat in ALL from penetrating as deeply as in
the CTL. All of these processes are consistent in terms of tim-
ing, starting in the early twenty-first century. Furthermore,
the AMOC weakening also explains the large redistributive
cooling in HEAT (difference between T′

a|HEAT and HEAT in
Fig. 8b), entirely balancing the added heat component (T′

a|HEAT),
so that the temperature anomaly in HEAT stays around zero for
the entire period (Fig. 8b). It is worth noting that once the heat
flux perturbation starts to substantially rise in the 2000s (much
later than in the AABW; see supplemental Fig. 8), it causes both
the added warming and a redistributive cooling through AMOC
weakening. Both the delay in the rise of the heat flux perturbation
and its effect on the redistribution are implicated in postponing
the warming signal in the NADW compared to the AABW.

The wind stress perturbation has almost no effect in this re-
gion; however, as for the AABW, the freshwater flux pertur-
bation causes a redistributive warming of almost the same
intensity as the ALL warming at the end of the twenty-first
century. Nevertheless, the warming in response to the fresh-
water flux experiment cannot be clearly explained by AMOC,
MLD, or ventilation changes as these remain very close to the
CTL. This warming is supposedly externally forced since the
anomaly is presented relative to CTL, and corresponds in tim-
ing to a small rise in the surface freshwater flux anomaly in
this region (supplemental Fig. 6). Exact mechanisms still re-
main to be clarified.

In the large ensemble, the spread in the temperature anom-
aly is very large throughout the simulation. It only starts to
narrow toward the end of the historical-extended period, with
no emergence of the ensemble for SNR . 7, the signal being
still too weak compared to internal variations.

6. Summary and discussion

In this study, we introduced a new numerical framework
[presented in detail in Silvy et al. (2022)] to investigate the
time scales of passive and redistributive processes and the
role of individual surface flux perturbations on ocean temper-
ature changes in response to climate change. With an ocean-
only model forced with fixed (i.e., prescribed), time-evolving
fluxes, we proposed a set of experiments to examine the re-
sponse of the ocean to the externally forced signal of the
IPSL-CM6A-LR large ensemble of historical1ssp245 simula-
tions. We force the model with climate change–induced varia-
tions in all the buoyancy and wind stress fluxes together, as

well as by isolating changes of individual fluxes, in an en-
deavor to disentangle and understand their respective role. A
passive temperature tracer, forced with the heat flux perturba-
tion, was implemented to isolate the signal and time scales of
anthropogenically added heat spreading passively in the ocean
interior. This numerical framework is particularly adapted to
isolate the emergence of externally forced signals relative to in-
ternal variability, as all the ocean-only experiments are forced
with the same background variability at 3-hourly frequency
from a coupled unforced piControl.

Compared to previous studies that investigated these mech-
anisms under long-term radiative forcing, we focus on the
transient response to climate change and on the time scales
necessary for the forced signals to emerge from background
internal variability. We highlight that the redistributive com-
ponent becomes increasingly important in shaping the anthro-
pogenic ocean warming signal in some water masses through
the course of the twenty-first century. Its influence on the emer-
gence of the warming signal from internal variability thus de-
pends on whether the added component alone emerges before
the redistribution can enhance or delay the total signal.

In the mode waters of the midlatitude Southern Ocean and
North Atlantic (SAMW/AAIW and NASTMW), circulation
changes produce a redistributive cooling that is small in the
Southern Hemisphere but significant in the North Atlantic by
the end of the century. This redistributive cooling delays the
emergence of the total warming signal by about 10 years,
which is already distinguishable from internal variability by
the early twenty-first century. While the redistributive cooling
in the mode waters of the North Atlantic has a significant im-
pact on the intensity of their total warming, it is relatively
slow to establish so that circulation changes only have a very
minor role on the emergence of the warming.

In contrast to the upper ocean, circulation changes play
a key role in warming the deep and abyssal waters of the sub-
polar Southern Ocean. Indeed, warming in this region results
from a combination of added heat that is exported by the
deep cell, and deep cell weakening warming the ocean by re-
ducing cold water influx. The two are important and have sim-
ilar time scales over the twentieth century, but redistribution
takes the upper hand over the twenty-first century, as it gets
increasingly difficult to passively export the excess heat with
the deep cell weakening. The warming induced by circulation
changes is driven by a combination of buoyancy flux changes
that increase the stratification, therefore shoaling the MLD
and reducing ventilation of the deep ocean by cold water,
which is counterbalanced by wind stress changes that tend to
increase deep convection and ventilation. Overall, all fluxes
are important in setting AABW warming: buoyancy fluxes
impact both added heat (mostly heat flux) and redistributed
heat (mostly freshwater flux), and the wind stress impacts re-
distribution. The emergence is significantly delayed by the
wind stress perturbation starting in the late twentieth century.

While the redistribution component is important for the
deep Southern Ocean warming signal to emerge before the
added heat alone, the deep North Atlantic waters are cooled
by the redistribution component in response to AMOC weaken-
ing, significantly counteracting the increasing passive warming in
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the twenty-first century. This is explained by an AMOC weak-
ening driven by the heat flux perturbation in the twenty-first
century, consistent with a decrease in deep convection found
in all convective areas of the subpolar North Atlantic. As a re-
sult of these counteracting processes, the residual warming
emerges decades later than in the Southern Ocean, or does
not emerge with high significance thresholds, unlike its South-
ern Hemisphere counterpart. The fact that the forced signals
(passive warming and AMOC weakening) do not significantly
increase before the twenty-first century in the North Atlantic
is consistent with a) large internal variability of the region and
b) large aerosol radiative cooling in the Northern Hemisphere
in the twentieth century, temporarily offsetting the green-
house gas (GHG) radiative warming (Szopa et al. 2021).
Scenario ssp245 is associated with reduced aerosol forcing
into the twenty-first century, while GHGs continue to in-
crease (Gidden et al. 2019), so that GHG forcing is not
counterbalanced anymore by the aerosol cooling effect.
This is consistent with the AMOC temporal evolution,
showing only small changes over the twentieth century and
decreasing rapidly in the twenty-first century in this model
(Fig. 6a) once the heat flux over the North Atlantic starts to
increase (supplemental Fig. 6). Such AMOC response is
similar to the CMIP5 and CMIP6 multimodel mean (Shi
et al. 2018; Menary et al. 2020; Hassan et al. 2021). The im-
pact of aerosols on heat fluxes in the North Atlantic has po-
tential implications for detection and attribution studies of
ocean interior changes, delaying the detectability of the ob-
served changes in the North Atlantic, while the Southern
Ocean observed warming has already been attributed to an-
thropogenic forcings, in the SAMW/AAIW but also at
greater depths (Swart et al. 2018; Hobbs et al. 2021).

While the decrease in subpolar Southern Ocean deep con-
vection in climate models in response to increasing CO2 forc-
ing is now well established (Gregory 2000; de Lavergne et al.
2014; Heuzé et al. 2020), how can we trust the time scales of
the processes responsible for this deep convection shutdown
uncovered here when such climate models do not accurately
reproduce the observed processes of AABW formation (Heuzé
et al. 2013; Heuzé 2021) or include the amplified Antarctic ice
shelf glacial melt contribution, which can significantly impact
the ventilation (Lago and England 2019)? Indeed, an accurate
representation of shelf processes is missing from global climate
models, and although in the case of IPSL-CM6A-LR there
might be some dense water formed on the shelf, its export to
the deep ocean is uncertain, and most of the bottom waters are
formed by deep convection in the Weddell Sea, under sea ice
(Heuzé 2021; Mohrmann et al. 2021). As open-ocean deep con-
vection controls the renewal of AABW and overturning circula-
tion in the model world, decreases in this deep convection in
response to increased freshwater and heat fluxes might thus
lead to too rapid subsurface changes. The influence of the buoy-
ancy fluxes here may be overestimated compared to the pertur-
bation from the winds, which might act to delay the emergence.
However, the ice shelf melt, which is not an interactive feature
in this and other CMIP models, is expected to amplify the sur-
face freshening and stratification, decrease AABW formation,

and progressively warm the subsurface and abyssal ocean wa-
ters, which can in turn create a positive feedback on the basal
melt (Fogwill et al. 2015; Silvano et al. 2018; Bronselaer et al.
2018; Lago and England 2019). This might tend to move the
emergence forward.

In turn, the North Atlantic has been shown to be the most
model-dependent region in the response to increased CO2

forcing and its decomposition into different flux perturbations
(Todd et al. 2020; Couldrey et al. 2021). Large sources of heat
uptake uncertainties across models have been identified in the
spread of surface fluxes and ocean model formulations (Huber
and Zanna 2017; Couldrey et al. 2021), leading to large uncer-
tainties in projections of ocean circulation changes (Huber and
Zanna 2017; Zanna et al. 2019a; Bronselaer and Zanna 2020).

The different processes discussed in the paper thus make
sense for our understanding of future changes; however, the
time scales and amplitude on which they occur in the real
world, especially in the deeper areas of the ocean, are largely
unknown, and remain a large object of uncertainty.

Here, we decompose the response to different drivers of
change without allowing any feedbacks between the ocean
and other components, as we use an ocean-only model with
no sea ice and fixed fluxes. We do this in an endeavor to de-
couple the components as much as possible and concentrate
on the response of the individual flux perturbations actually
received by the ocean during the historical1ssp245 period in
the coupled model. The balance of processes highlighted here
may be different when perturbing an ocean coupled to a sea
ice model, which allows feedbacks on the air–sea fluxes (Dias
et al. 2021). Subpolar areas are also where the strongest nonli-
nearities between perturbation fluxes occur, and where, in the
absence of a sea ice model, the temperature can fall below
freezing point, even though we changed the equation of state
so that it does not affect the circulation. These points show
the limitation of these experiments in rigorously decomposing
physical drivers of change in ice-covered and convective re-
gions, although they bring an understanding of the response
to separate processes.

Finally, the sensitivity of ocean warming time scales to ini-
tial conditions (large spread in ToE for SNR . 2) uncovered
here in the large ensemble suggests that a multiple large en-
semble analysis would be a promising approach to identify
whether these features are robust across models that have dif-
ferent representations of internal variability, and whether the
sensitivity to initial conditions holds in the same regions. Fur-
thermore, conducting similar work with a model ensemble at
different spatial resolutions would present an opportunity to
explore resolution uncertainty. Both these avenues could help
better quantify the uncertainties in time scales of climate sig-
nal emergence in the ocean interior.
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APPENDIX

Nonlinear Additivity of the Ocean-Only Experiments

The nonlinear interactions between the different surface per-
turbations are presented in Fig. A1 by comparing the response
to the all-forcing experiment to the sum of the responses to in-
dividual forcings. More specifically, we compare first BUOY to
the sum of HEAT and WATER and then ALL to the sum of
BUOY and STRESS, and again ALL to the sum of HEAT,
WATER, and STRESS. Significant nonlinearities arise mainly
in subpolar regions, where there are intense ventilation changes
in the experiments and where the forced changes are large. In
the subpolar North Atlantic, the nonadditivity is caused by
nonlinear interactions between the two buoyancy flux perturba-
tions (right panels in Fig. A1), while in the Southern Ocean
nonlinearities are dominated by interactions between the buoy-
ancy flux and the wind stress perturbations (middle panels),
and to a smaller degree by interactions between the buoyancy

flux perturbations themselves. These regions have also been
identified as the most difficult to reproduce the exact same con-
vection events in the CTL compared to the coupled piControl
(not shown), as these are very sensitive mechanisms to the sur-
face fluxes, and the 3-hourly forcing (twice the coupling fre-
quency in the coupled model) is still insufficient for these types
of events. We note that overall the evolution of the CTL
temperature does not diverge in time from the piControl
(Silvy et al. 2022) and validates the aims set for our scien-
tific questions.
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